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Abstract
All datasets contain some biases, of-
ten unintentional, due to how they were
acquired and annotated. These bi-
ases distort machine-learning models’
performance, creating spurious correla-
tions that the models can unfairly ex-
ploit, or, contrarily destroying clear cor-
relations that the models could learn.
With the popularity of deep learning
models, automated skin lesion analy-
sis is starting to play an essential role
in the early detection of Melanoma.
The ISIC Archive Codella et al. (2019)
is one of the most used skin lesion
sources to benchmark deep learning
based tools. Bissoto et al. Bissoto
et al. (2019) experimented with dif-
ferent bounding-box based masks and
showed that deep learning models could
classify skin lesion images without clin-
ically meaningful information in the in-
put data. Their findings seem con-
founding since the ablated regions (ran-
dom rectangular boxes) are not signif-
icant. The shape of the lesion is a
crucial factor in the clinical character-
ization of a skin lesion Silveira et al.
(2009). In that context, we performed a
set of experiments that generate shape-
preserving masks instead of rectangu-
lar bounding-box based masks. A deep
learning model trained on these shape-
preserving masked images does not out-
perform models trained on images with-
out clinically meaningful information.
That strongly suggests spurious corre-
lations guiding the models. We pro-
pose use of general adversarial network
(GAN) to mitigate the underlying bias.
Keywords: bias, health, skin, cancer
1. Introduction
Skin cancer is a growing problem globally,
and it is the most common cause of can-
cer in the U.S Guy Jr et al. (2015b). The
World Health Organization (WHO) predicts
that a 10% decrease in the depleting ozone
layer will cause more than 300,000 additional
cases of skin cancer WHO (2019). Like
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any other cancer, early lesion detection is
key to improved clinical outcomes. How-
ever, lack of access to medical experts, es-
pecially in developing nations or areas of
the world with inadequate screening facili-
ties, implies higher mortality due to missed
diagnosis or diagnosis once cancer has metas-
tasized Sandru et al. (2014). Manually diag-
nosing is ineffective and expensive Guy Jr
et al. (2015a). Automated skin cancer le-
sion detection has potential benefits such as
increasing efficiency, reproducibility, cover-
age of screening programs, reducing barri-
ers to access, and improving patient out-
comes by providing early detection and treat-
ment Tripp et al. (2016). An algorithm to
detect referable skin cancer is needed to max-
imize the clinical utility of automated lesion
detection. Researchers have used machine
learning for various classification tasks in re-
cent years, including automated lesion detec-
tion for skin cancer. Identifying candidate
regions in medical images is of the most sig-
nificant importance since it provides intuitive
illustrations for doctors and patients of in-
ferred diagnosis. Recently, advances in Deep
Learning have dramatically improved the
performance of skin lesion detection. Most
of these Deep Learning systems treat Con-
volutional Neural Network (CNN) as a black
box, lacking comprehensive explanation. Di-
agnoses using deep neural nets with high pre-
cision and low recall on a mobile phone are
feasible de Carvalho et al. (2019). How-
ever, the state-of-the-art models are trained
on mostly skin lesion datasets that belong
to fair-skinned individuals rather than dark-
skinned persons. An AI model trained on
predominantly lighter skin background in the
image may perform sub-optimally in darker
skin backgrounds poorly represented in the
training set. Even though the risk of develop-
ing skin cancer is relatively high among the
light-skinned population, people with dark
skin are also at risk. They are frequently
diagnosed at later stages Hu et al. (2006).
Skin cancer accounts for 4 to 5%, 2 to 4%,
1 to 2% of all cancers in Hispanics, Asians,
and Blacks, respectively Gloster Jr and Neal
(2006). Hence, deep learning frameworks
validated for skin cancer diagnosis in fair-
skinned people have a greater risk of mis-
diagnosing those with darker skin Marcus
and Davis (2019). In a recent study, Han
et al. Han et al. (2018) trained a deep
learning algorithm on a training dataset con-
sisting of skin lesions from Asians. They
reported an accuracy of 81% on the Asian
testing set, whereas they reported accuracy
of only 56% on the Dermofit dataset, which
consists of Caucasian people’s skin lesions.
Therefore, this drop-in accuracy signifies a
lack of transferability of the learned features
of deep learning algorithms across datasets
that contain persons of a different race, eth-
nicity, or population. We argue that using
the immediate area around the lesion can re-
duce the pressure on having a well-diversified
skin color representation in the training data
set. This approach’s inspiration stems from
the observation that physicians grading le-
sions are primarily driven by the morphol-
ogy of the lesion and less so by the color
of the skin surrounding the lesion Silveira
et al. (2009) Soceity (2019). Gathering a fair
amount of balanced benign and malignant
skin lesion images for different skin profiles
is a gigantic task. Bissoto et al. Bissoto
et al. (2019) highlighted that the challenge is
due to the vast visual variability of skin lesion
and the subtlety of the cues that differenti-
ate benign and malignant cases. They exper-
imented with different bounding box based
masks and showed that deep learning mod-
els could classify skin lesion images without
clinically meaningful information. The shape
of the lesion is a crucial factor in the clini-
cal characterization of a skin lesion Silveira
et al. (2009). In that context, we decided
to extend the work by Bissoto et al. Bis-
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soto et al. (2019) and experiment with shape-
preserving masks. In this paper, we revisit a
classical background segmentation approach
using Otsu based adaptive thresholding and
combine it with binary morphology opera-
tions to reduce noise while preserving the le-
sion shape in the image M et al. (1998);
Khan et al. (2016).
2. Dataset
In this study we use an open-source dataset
- HAM10000 Tschandl et al. (2019).
HAM10000 dataset is commonly used as a
benchmark database for academic machine
learning purposes. We used the training set
part of this dataset consisting of 10015 der-
matoscopic images with a size of 450x600.
In this paper, we use a binary classification
model, and we need to create a binary la-
bel - Benign vs. Malignant for the dataset.
However, HAM10000 Metadata provides la-
bels for different types of lesions classified by
histopathology. For example, the BCC la-
bel stands for basal cell carcinoma, and MEL
stands for melanoma, representing cancer.
The label BKL stands for benign keratosis
like lesions. This information is provided as
a part of the Kaggle data set Tschandl et al.
(2019). We used popular web search engines
such as Bing and Google to map the labels
provided to malignant or benign categories.
This map is used to relabel the original labels
into malignant and benign categories.
3. Image Processing Segmentation
Segmentation and classification of skin le-
sions using deep learning techniques have
been of key interest Esteva et al. (2017). The
basic segmentation is obtained by applying
the following filters to the source image:
(1) Gray-scale conversion of the color lesion
image (Fig. 1 column 1). We exper-
imented with using the original image
and also with Gaussian smoothing.
(2) Extract a binary mask using global
thresholding and Otsu thresholding
Otsu (1979). We found Otsu to be more
robust to different image variations. It
automatically can find the optimal par-
titioning point in the grayscale image
into the foreground and background, as
shown by the bi-modal histogram in the
middle column of Figure 1.
(3) We apply opening binary morphology
operation Haralick et al. (1987) to re-
move noisy regions (Fig. 2, row C). Fig-
ure. 2(C2) shows efficient hair removal
while preserving the shape of the lesion.
(4) We apply dilation binary morphology
operation Haralick et al. (1987) to pre-
serve the shape of the lesion and also
capture the nearby region of the lesion
similar to what a physician would do
(Fig. 2, row D). However, as you can see,
Fig. 2(D2-D4) dilation operation also in-
creases the noise. Fig. 2(row E) shows
how combining binary erosion and dila-
tion can get accurate capturing of the
skin lesion. In Figure 2(column 4), we
can see even when the lesion is very
faint, the segmentation mask captures
the lesion area with reasonably good ac-
curacy.
4. Lesion Classification using
Preprocessed Images
A key parameter when using binary morphol-
ogy is the size and shape of the morphology
kernel. Our goal was to generate different
masks by varying the opening kernel’s shapes
and the dilation kernels. We varied the size
of square kernel shapes (0, 5, 8, 10, 12, 15
pixels) and generated masks with different
combinations (a total of 15 mask set) for
3
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Figure 1: Different masking method. Top row: Global thresholding applied to original
image, Middle row: Otsu thresholding applied to original image, Bottom row:
Otsu thresholding applied to Gaussian filtered image.
Figure 2: Panel of 4 different skin lesion images along with their masked representations.
Row A: Original images, Row B: Lesion with Otsu thresholded masks, Row C:
Otsu masks masks cleaned with binary morphology erosion, Row D: Otsu masks
dilated but not cleaned with binary morphology, Row E: Otsu masks cleaned with
binary morphology opening and dilated to capture surrounding tissue
4
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the experiments. We trained a simple CNN
model to prove the hypothesis using shape-
preserving masks. We use an ImageNet Rus-
sakovsky et al. (2015) pre-trained VGG16 Si-
monyan and Zisserman (2014) model and
finetune it with our own data. VGG16 is
a 16-layer CNN used by the Visual Geome-
try Group (VGG) at Oxford University. In
2014, the model won the 2nd place in the
ILSVRC (ImageNet) competition, achieving
a 7.5% top 5 error rate on the validation set.
After defining the fully connected layer archi-
tectures, we load the ImageNet pre-trained
weight to the model. We then truncate the
original softmax layer and replace it with our
number of class labels. Then we finetune
the model by minimizing the cross-entropy
loss function using the stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) algorithm. We keep the fine-
tuned CNN very simple to run the evalua-
tion quickly and directionally observe how
changing the different mask sizes affect the
accuracy of skin lesion characterization. In
Table 1, we explore different mask-only and
RGB with mask options with CNN. In ex-
periment 1, we ran a baseline test to see how
well the RGB does. Although the numbers
might seem promising, the model does not
take into account different skin tones. In ex-
periments 2, 3, and 4, we started experiment-
ing with varying commands of morphology.
After trying different amounts of the mask
to maximize the accuracy, we noticed that
the accuracy numbers were coming out to
be very similar, irrespective of the various
masks. We also tried with extreme numbers
such as experiment 5, but identical accuracy
numbers showed up. This result confirmed
the results shown by Bissoto et al. Bissoto
et al. (2019). Next, we experimented with
shape-preserving masks. In experiments 6,7
and 8, we tried using the mask on top of the
RGB images. However, the accuracy num-
bers came in a similar range of 80/82 percent
accuracy as with mask-only experiments in 2,
3, and 4. We also tried extreme masking with
RBG, as shown in experiment 9, but simi-
lar accuracy numbers showed up. In conclu-
sion, regardless of the amount of dilation, the
classifier’s accuracy does not change, remain-
ing between (81%-82.7%). Additionally, in
Figure 3, we can see the segmentation al-
gorithm fails in images that have low con-
trast or very fuzzy boundaries. Fig 3A show
very poor image contrast. The mask cap-
tures the periphery of the lesion, but the
low contrast and low-intensity interior are
missed. This is clearly illustrated in Fig 3
row B1-3 and C1-3. Fig 3A2 is so subtle
that the mask completely fails. Note row E
corresponds to outlines drawn by a certified
Radiologist. For these four images, the ra-
diologist remarked that they were challeng-
ing because of poor contrast and, in some
cases, skin damaged due to scratching or in-
flammatory effects from localized irritations.
The radiologist also consulted another col-
league with dermatology experience. They
concluded that for these types of samples,
the inter-expert disagreement would be very
high.
5. Generative Model based
Segmentation
As we show with the demonstration men-
tioned above, skin cancer lesion classification
fails with simple segmentation masks, and
we want to evaluate more sophisticated deep
generative models like Pix2PixGAN Isola
et al. (2017). In recent years, deep learning
is shown to be successful in visual perception
and the semantic segmentation of images.
General Adversarial Networks or GANs can
be briefly divided into two parts - encoder
and decoder. The encoder is a convolution
neural network that extracts features from
the input image, such as the skin image’s
features. The decoder will up-sample the ex-
tracted features to the resulting image that
5
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Experiment# #Dilate #Clean TestAccuracy(in %)
RGB Only
1 Baseline 82.2
Mask Only
2 (10 10) 80.88
3 (15 15) 80.88
4 (10 5) 80.88
5 (50 80) 80.88
Mask with RGB
6 (10 10) 80.88
7 (15 15) 81.7
8 (10 5) 80.06
9 (50 80) 80.88
Table 1: Summary of all the experiments using RGB image only (baseline), using only
masks and using masks to cover lesion areas of the RGB images.
we desired as the skin lesion segmentation in
our case. Researchers have already used vari-
ations of U-NET Ronneberger et al. (2015),
Residual U-NET Zhang et al. (2018), and
R2U-Net Alom et al. (2018) on ISIC data
set as shown in Kaggle (2019). However,
regardless of race/background, we want any-
one to have immediate and less costly access
to find out if they had skin cancer. Bissoto et
al. Bissoto et al. (2018) have shown the use
of Pix2PixHD GAN for skin images. How-
ever, it requires the use of high quality al-
tered images, which is not a guarantee for
people in developing nations without access
to technology equipped with better quality
cameras. This leads us to the idea of improv-
ing lesion detection without bias by using
Pix2PixGAN. We trained a Pix2PixGAN to
make the results more precise and universal.
In Fig 4, it shows the results of our trained
Pix2PixGAN model on the ISIC dataset. We
chose different types of images of skin lesions
to point out that Pix2PixGAN was able to
segment the correct part of the lesion regard-
less of the background. In column 1, the
model was able to correctly detect the lesion,
matching exactly to the ground truth of the
corresponding image. In column 2, Fig 4,
there is a bit of a background for the skin
lesion. However, the GAN was still able to
predict the segmented image flawlessly. The
skin lesion in column 3 Fig 4 proves how ac-
curate our model is because of the noises in
the image, such as hair and random patch in
the corner. We cannot always guarantee that
users will have images with no distraction,
and Pix2PixGAN proves to be still success-
ful under those situations. Figure 4 Fig 4 also
supports the strong evaluation metrics pro-
vided in table 2, as evidenced by the model’s
accuracy. In Fig 3, we compare the mask
corresponding to the input images com-
pared to the Pix2PixGAN(using the Kaggle
dataset). In all the columns(except column
3), Pix2PixGAN was able to detect the skin
lesion at a much higher accuracy than the
mask. The mask(Row C) detected the back-
ground in the images, whereas the GAN was
able to detect parts of the skin lesion. In
columns 1 and 2, Fig 4, Pix2PixGAN was
able to detect the lesion pretty accurately.
However, in column 3 Fig 4, the GAN was
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Figure 3: Panel of malignant and benign lesions processed with otsu thresholding which
failed to generate accurate masks. 1 and 2: Benign, 3 and 4: Malignant, A:
Original Image, B: Image with Mask + RGB, C: Mask only with cleaning from
10 pixel kernel D: Mask generated through Pix2PixGAN E: Ground truth images
outlined by a radiologist
unable to detect the skin lesions due to them
being scattered on the image, and the model
was never trained in such cases. In the last
column, Fig 4, again, the GAN was met with
an unexpected image and was unable to de-
tect the skin lesion. However, the model pro-
duced a better image than the mask(only
to some extent). The Pix2PixGAN model
could not detect as accurately because it
was met with an unexpected input that it
was not trained on. We shared these im-
ages with two expert doctors with experience
in radiology and dermatology. After man-
ually outlining the images, they confirmed
that these images were challenging to out-
line even humans. This indicates our ap-
proach is robustly tested against diverse test
cases. Fig 3D(2-4) shows the GAN labeled
regions were more expansive. This gives us
an additional signal in the application to flag
such images for manual intervention. For
Fig 3D(1), the GAN outlined the lesion area
while the physician included additional areas
around the lesion. Such subjective variations
in interpretation make skin-lesion detection
challenging even for well-trained specialists.
We plan to incorporate this additional clini-
cal insight into future GAN refinements. As
seen in Fig 5, different types of metrics were
used to provide quantitative results with
7
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Figure 4: Panel of segmented skin lesion images generated by Pix2PixGAN compared to
its ground truth. Row A: Original RGB image, Row B: Ground Truth, Row C:
Predicted image with Pix2PixGAN
Figure 5: Experimental Results Of Proposed Approaches For Skin Cancer Lesion Segmen-
tation And Comparison Against Other Existing Approaches
Burdick et al. (2018) Codella et al. (2018) Li and Shen (2018)
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the Pix2PixGAN model: Accuracy(ACC),
Sensitivity(SE), Specificity(SP), F-1 score,
and Dice Coefficient(DC). Compared to the
R2-Unet model, Pix2PixGAN had approx-
imately the same accuracy(0.94). Accu-
racy is calculated using this formula:(TP
+ TN)/(TP + TN + FP + FN). TP is
true positive; TN is true negative; FP is
false positive; FN is false negative. More-
over, the high accuracy of the Pix2PixGAN
model proves it can perform the segmenta-
tion task more effectively than the U-Net
and ResUnet models, which had lower accu-
racies. Pix2PixGAN’s accuracy portrays its
accurate results in end-to-end segmentation
tasks. The sensitivity of the Pix2PixGAN
model was 0.91, and the specificity of the
model was roughly 0.93. The formula used
to calculate sensitivity is TP/(TP + FN).
The formula used to calculate specificity is
TN/(TN + FP). Pix2PixGAN’s F1-score
proves the model as successful as R2-Unet,
as both have similar scores(0.89). The F1-
score takes the average of both precision(for
Pix2PixGAN, it was 0.89) and recall. The
Dice Coefficient(DC) of Pix2PixGAN is 0.89,
which is higher than R2-Unet’s(0.86). The
DC score stands for Dice Coefficient, which
is the size of the overlap of the two seg-
mentations divided by the two objects’ to-
tal size. The DC score is often used as a
reproducibility validation metric, denoting
that Pix2PixGAN would produce these seg-
mented images with the same accuracy mul-
tiple times, whereas R2-Unet would have a
lower chance of doing that. This is espe-
cially important if multiple people will be
using this app, as Pix2PixGAN will be more
reliable for producing segmented images.
6. Conclusion
Bissoto et al. Bissoto et al. (2019) exper-
imented with different bounding-box based
masks and showed that deep learning mod-
els could classify skin lesion images without
clinically meaningful information. Our re-
sult extends their work and shows that even
shape-preserving masks fail to improve clas-
sification accuracy over deep learning models
that classify skin lesion masked images with-
out clinically meaningful information. We
conclude that the simple CNN type classi-
fiers are by themselves inadequate in model-
ing skin cancer lesions. However, generating
robust segmentation is critical to remove bias
in skin cancer data. In our data set, we also
found that a handful of images showed par-
tial or no segmentation at all due in part to
image quality, intensity variation, lens arti-
facts etc. Although the number of failures is
small but due to the nature of the problems
with lives at stake, we need a better segmen-
tation algorithm that is more adaptable to
subtle variations in skin lesion color/shapes
and generalizes well in the face of wider vari-
ations within the population. The combina-
tion of segmented skin lesions along with a
more extensive data set (several hundreds of
thousands) Esteva et al. (2017), is likely to
be a winning combination.
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